proads

game plan
With a good space configuration plan set in motion,
this home is both spacious and stylish

Fact File
Space

HDB Executive
		 apartment unit
Size 1,400 square feet
Location Jurong
Home to A married couple
Designer Renozone
RENO PERIOD 7 weeks

BALCONY (top left) To blur the line of separation between
the living and the balcony, the designers used glass sliding
doors. This see-through application makes the overall look of
the entire home more spacious and airy. Black homogenous
tiles used in the balcony also adds to the illusion that it is
part of the interior.
DINING (top right) Tinted mirrors are the main focal point
of the dining zone. To amp up the overall look, a canary
yellow dining set sits in the middle of the room. Casting a
halo effect in the space is the modern-looking pendant lamp.

KITCHEN (bottom right) No space was wasted here
as the designers from Renozone managed to carve out
display space at the corner of the kitchen. It is used to
showcase the homeowners’ coveted liquor collection.
The classic combo of black and white is also applied to
the kitchen and for design consistency. It is reflected
in the high gloss white laminate cabinetry and black
homogeneous floor tiles.

BEDROOM (bottom left) Charming in its own right with
slightly textured wallpaper and wood flooring, the bedroom
oozes with class. Wall-hung side tables and the TV console
help to save on floor space and to facilitate the ease of
cleaning underneath it.

#Get The Look

LIVING To better divide the living area from the kitchen,
the existing boundry walls were hacked away and glass
panels were put up. This creates a spacious and light-filled
living zone. The airy appearance is further accentuated by
the white homogenous floor tiles and a recessed ceiling
feature. The cove lighting helps to usher in warmth for
the monochromatic-coloured space.
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The application of black
wallpaper is balanced with
white homogeneous flooring
and other whitewashed walls.
This offsets the otherwise
dreary and somber feel.

The team of designers at Renozone pride themselves for
creating long term relationships with their customers.
One of the main reasons why they manage to cultivate
such amiable ties is because the company takes pride
in all the projects that they have completed. Renozone
guarantees quality workmanship and services, making
customer satisfaction their top priority.

Renozone Interior Design House
1 Jalan Klapa Singapore 199313
Tel: (65) 6292 3345
Fax: (65) 6292 3045
Email: admin@renozone.com.sg
Web: www.renozone.com.sg
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